
ASRs.
a guide.



Annual Suitability Reviews came about following the Mifid II Directive which is
a piece of EU legislation covering a wide range of suitability and product
parameters. The part that is relevant to UK Financial Advice is the area that
states that if you are providing an ongoing service to a client, this should be
regularly reviewed and suitability re-confirmed to the client. 

What does MiFid II actually say needs to be in an ASR?

Only MIFID II Business (i.e not pensions and bonds) but there is an argument
that it is beneficial to the client to reconfirm suitability on ALL advice, in the
context of treating them fairly.  

The actual wording is:

“May only cover changes in the services or instruments involved and / or
circumstances of the client and may not need to repeat all of the details of the
first report”
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The Rules.

Factor in risk, product and objectives. Confirm that they have not changed (if
they have, that should trigger advice). 
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Must confirm if you will be providing an ongoing service, how often you will
review and what, if anything will trigger additional reviews. 

Must be at least annually and in writing. 

The frequency should be increased depending on risk profile and the type of
investment used. 

Must include ex post and ex ante costings. You only need confirm your
charges, if the product charges are provided by the insurance
company/platform. 

What needs to be included.

Changes to Objectives.01
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Changes to Plan/Strategy.

Changes to Risk Profile.

Charges (if not supplied by the provider).
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What should they look like?

Standalone document.01
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Part of a valuation pack.

Part of a financial review.

Part of a recommendation.

We’ve seen everything from one paragraph to a 50 page document. The ASR can

be in any format, but the most common are:

05 Part of the platform disclosure.

What do ours look like?

Short and sweet. To the point.01
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Include only salient information.

Typically anything from 1 to 5 pages.

Include annual advice such as rebalancing or top ups, where appropriate.

Check out a sample here!

NB: Anything outside of the above remits constitutes advice and should follow the full

suitability process. For more information see our Suitability Whitepaper here.

What do we include?

Objectives overview and confirmation they remain the same. 01
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Risk/Capacity for Loss overview and confirmation they haven’t changed. 

Plan overview (provider, current values and underlying funds)

Value changes. What was the value last year, what is it this year. And the
difference. 

05 Withdrawals/Contributions.

https://para-sols.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/ASR-Illustration-FINAL.pdf
https://weareverve.co.uk/suitability/


These are available, at additional costs. 
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What do we include? (cont.)

Ex-Ante Charges (exact charges you paid last year – in monetary terms)06
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Ex-Post Charges (what you expect to pay this year – in percentage terms)

Risk disclaimers. 

Rebalance/Top Up wording (where necessary)

10 Confirmation of suitability. 

What do we NOT?

Full advice (new investments/full fund switches/transfers).01
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Tax calculations.

Cashflow.

Fund performance.

Repeat information from the original advice/suitability report.05

06 Add surplus information (such as risk profile definitions).
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